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Introduction 
The first City-operated outdoor recreation park was established on the east half of Tabernacle Square in 
1914. Today, the Logan Parks and Recreation Department manages and maintains over 560 acres of City 
property. From shady picnic areas like Adams Park, the challenging bowls of the Logan Skate Park, a 
refreshing swim at the Logan Aquatic Center, or a day on the links at Logan River Golf Course, Logan 
Parks and Recreation has something for everyone. Our purpose is to serve the leisure and recreational 
needs of the community. Collectively, we create quality life-long experiences for men, women, and 
children. To serve, the Logan Parks and Recreation Department is organized into five divisions including 
Administration, Cemetery, Golf Course, Parks and Trails, and Recreation. 

 

Transition Plan Purpose 
Logan City’s recreational facilities and programs play an important part in the life of our community. To 
ensure that all residents of Logan have access to the facilities and programs, a comprehensive 
evaluation identifying physical and policy access and mobility barriers has been conducted. This plan 
presents the findings of the evaluation and prioritizes the remediation of the identified barriers. All 
existing public buildings, parks, trails, and facilities have been evaluated as part of this plan.  

 

Transition Plan Design 
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) adopts general prohibitions against discrimination 
that applies to all state and local governments. The law is designed to protect equal access for persons 
with disabilities to participate in services, programs, and facilities offered by the Logan Parks and 
Recreation Department. As part of the ADA, public entities must evaluate and identify accessibility 
deficiencies and develop a transition plan to remediate the deficiencies and move towards compliance 
with the ADA. 

The Logan City Parks and Recreation ADA Transition Plan addresses a broad range of accessibility issues, 
taking into account accessibility to public buildings and facilities, programs, and services. This plan will 
guide the planning an implementation of necessary buildings and program modifications over the next 
several years. The Transition Plan should be updated annually to monitor results, reflect changes in the 
park facilities, and to address any new areas of noncompliance.  

This plan is divided into the following evaluation areas: 

• Administration 
• Building 
• Parks 
• Trails 
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CAPRA Requirements 
This plan is intended to meet ADA compliance standards for the Commission for Accreditation of Parks 
and Recreation (CAPRA). The following accreditation standards are incorporated in this plan. 

2.10 ADA Transition Plan 
Standard: The agency shall develop and adopt a phased plan for the removal of barriers at existing 
recreation facilities, parks, and amenities owned or operated by the agency, pursuant to the 
requirements of the US Department of Justice Title II regulation issued September 14, 2010 and 
effective March 15, 2011. 

7.2.1 ADA Existing Facility and Site Access Audit 
Standard: The agency shall complete an access audit of all existing sites and facilities. Pursuant to the US 
Department of Justice Title II regulation at 35.105, the agency must evaluate its existing facilities and 
sites against the most current final and enforceable Standard for Accessible Design. 

9.3 ADA Compliance and Face-to-Face Resolution 
Standard: There shall be a policy or procedure available to all members of the public and staff which 
address issues pertaining to ADA compliance, either in a written or electronic format.  
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Section I - Administration 
 

Universal Design Policy 
In order to provide equitable access to Parks facilities and programs, the department strives to 
incorporate the principles of Universal Design (UD) into its policies. UD is the idea that facilities and 
programs should be usable to the greatest extent possible by everyone. This goes beyond ensuring a 
minimal standard of accessibly, but instead promotes an environment that is socially integrated by 
removing as many barriers as possible. 

UD ideas are encapsulated in The Seven Principles of Universal Design, published by The Center for 
Universal Design at North Carolina State University. These principles are: 

• Equitable Use - Is useful and marketable to people with diverse abilities. 
• Flexibility in Use - Accommodates a wide range of individual preferences and abilities. 
• Simple and Intuitive Use - Easy to understand, regardless of user’s experience, knowledge, 

language skills, or current concentration level. 
• Perceptible Information - Communicates necessary information effectively to the user, 

regardless of ambient conditions or the user’s sensory abilities. 
• Tolerance for Error - Minimizes hazards and the adverse consequences of accidental or 

unintended actions. 
• Low Physical Effort - Used effectively and comfortably with a minimum of fatigue. 
• Size and Space for Approach and Use - Provides appropriate size and space for approach, reach, 

manipulation, and use regardless of user’s body size, posture, or mobility. 

In the context of this plan, an example of UD may be demonstrated in the entrance to a park. A park 
may meet the basic accessibly requirement by having at least one accessible entrance, but a UD park 
would provide accessible entrances throughout that promote interaction among all park users 

 

Effective Communications 
The Logan Parks and Recreation Department will provide appropriate aids and services leading to 
effective communication so everyone can reasonably participate in Parks programs and services.  

 

Employment 
Logan City is an EEO employer and all qualified candidates will receive consideration for employment 
without regard to race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy, gender identity, and sexual orientation), 
national origin, age or disability or genetic information. Parks does not discriminate on the basis of 
disability in its hiring or employment practices and complies with all regulations.   
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Accessibility Policy 
Anyone who requires an auxiliary aid or special accommodations to participate in a program, service, or 
activity of the Logan Parks and Recreation Department should contact the department. Advanced notice 
prior to a scheduled event is requested. To make a request contact Dan Blakely at (435) 716-9247. 

 

ADA Complaint Reporting 
Under the ADA, users of the Logan Parks and Recreation Department facilities and programs have the 
right to file a complaint if they believe Parks had not provided reasonable accommodations. This 
complaint procedure is established to meet the requirements of the ADA. Any person who believes they 
have been subjected to discrimination on the basis of disability may file a complaint under this 
procedure. A complaint form may be access online at www.loganutah.org or a paper copy may be 
acquired at the Logan Community Recreation Center, 195 South 100 West, Logan, UT. It is unlawful for 
Logan City to retaliate against anyone who files a complaint or cooperates in the investigation of a 
complaint.  

Complaint Procedure: 

• A complaint should be filed in writing, contain the name and address of the person filing it, and 
briefly describe the alleged violation of the regulations. 

• A complaint should be filed within sixty (60) calendar days after the complainant becomes 
aware of the alleged violation.  

• An investigation, as may be appropriate, shall follow the filing of a complaint. The investigation 
shall be informal but thorough and afford all interested persons and their representatives, if 
any, an opportunity to submit evidence relevant to the complaint. 

• A written determination as to the validity of the complaint and description of the resolution, if 
any, shall be issued and forwarded to the complainant no later than (30) calendar days after its 
filing. 

• The complainant can request a reconsideration of the case in instances of dissatisfaction with 
the resolution. The request for reconsideration should be made within ten (10) calendar days.  

• The ADA coordinator, or designee, shall maintain the files and records relating to the complaints 
filed.  

The right of a person to a prompt and equitable resolution of the complaint filed hereunder shall not be 
impaired by nor shall the use of this procedure be a prerequisite to the pursuit of other remedies. Other 
remedies include the filing of an ADA complaint with the US Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division. 

 

Temporary Events 
The ADA applies to both temporary and permanent Logan Parks and Recreation Department services 
and programs. Facilities and structures that are built or altered for temporary use will comply with the 
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ADA (except for construction trailers). In addition, the policies and operations for the event will meet 
the nondiscrimination requirements of the ADA. The ADA standards can provide guidance to help event 
planners place temporary accessible parking spaces in appropriate locations, provide an accessible route 
throughout the site, and provide other accessible features for food service, toilet facilities (including 
accessible portable toilets), assembly area seating, etc., where such elements or facilities are provided 
for the public.  

 

Department Website 
The Logan City website was redesigned in 2017. As part of that redesign, consultant Revise conducted an 
accessibility assessment. Logan City periodically has Revise reassess the website to review changes and 
address new accessibility issues. Parks should yearly review website content through coordination with 
the Logan City IT Department and Revise to ensure website accessibility.  
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Section II – Buildings 
As part of the Logan Parks and Recreation Department accessibility self-evaluation, all public buildings 
managed by the department were reviewed for ADA compliance and access and mobility barriers were 
identified. This section contains on overview of findings, an assessment report summary for each 
building and recommendations for remediation. 

 

Assessment Method 
Public buildings and facilities that are managed by the Logan Parks and Recreation Department were 
assessed for ADA compliance using the ADA Checklist for Existing Facilities Produced by the Institute for 
Human Centered Design and accessed through www.ADAchecklist.org. Staff conduced on-site 
assessments December 2018 through March 2019. Summary reports from all buildings and facilities 
assessments are included in this document. The summary reports include non-compliance findings and 
recommendations for initial accessibility remediation for each site. Full on-site assessments are available 
from the Logan Parks and Recreation Department located at 195 South 100 West, Logan, UT. 

 

Building Accessibility Goals 
In addition to identifying site specific accessibility improvements, it is important for the Logan Parks and 
Recreation Department to develop goals that will help to guide the implementation of the transition 
plan. The goals are derived through an analysis of the results of the building assessments. The goals are 
to be interpreted broadly and serve as the foundation for planning recommendations for access and 
mobility improvements in Logan City. 

• Ensure accessible parking and pathways to all buildings and facilities 
• Ensure clear posting and signing of accessible features 
• Incorporate principles of UD in development of future buildings and facilities to encourage 

equitable use. 

 

  

http://www.adachecklist.org/


 
 

Building Assessment Report – Aquatic Center 
Logan Aquatic Center Building and Grounds Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: December 20, 2018 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 

Pool Entry Not accessible Handrail is 33 inches not 34-38 inches 
Parking Signs  Need to have at least one sign that reads “van accessible” 
Benches in Locker Rooms Not accessible Benches measure at 9 ½ inches deep and 72 inches long. No back on benches in 

both locker rooms 
Door closers Not accessible Take 4 seconds to close instead of at least 5. 
Sinks Not accessible 34 ¾ inches high (3/4 inch higher than recommended) 
Women’s locker room Stall Not accessible No lock on one of the bathroom stalls. 
Family Locker Room  Not accessible No braille on the bathroom wall. Grab bar extends 52 ¼ inches, 53 inches, and 23 

½ inches from wall. Flush mechanism is in the middle of the wall on the toilet, not 
on “open side of water closet” 

Southside building bathrooms Not accessible Neither men nor women’s bathrooms on the south side of building have signs 
  Neither bathrooms take at least 5 seconds to close (4 seconds each) 
Southside Women’s bathroom Not accessible No insulation or protection for piping 
  Toilet is 20 inches from floor not 17-19 
Southside Men’s Bathroom Not accessible Toilet paper dispenser is 5 inches from front of toilet not 7-9 inches 

 
Recommendations: 
1. Adjust door closers 
2. Fix parking lot signs 
3.  Adjust grab bars as needed 
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Building Assessment Report – Cemetery 
Cemetery Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: December 20, 2018 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Parking No Accessibility No parking lot markings, no parking lot signs 
Sales & Service Counters Not Accessible Counters are 42 inches above the ground 
Restroom Not accessible No accessible restroom 
Restroom Not Accessible No signs that point to accessible restroom 
Restroom Entrance Not Accessible Door opening width is 27 inches, not enough maneuvering clearance (2inches from latch, 

91 of depth) 
Restroom floor space Not accessible Not enough room for a person in a wheelchair to turn around. 58 inches circumference  
Restroom Door  No clear floor space beyond the swing of the door 
Mirror Not accessible 51 inches from floor 
Piping below sink Not accessible Not insulated/configured to protect against contact 
Hand dryer/Towel 
dispenser 

Not accessible Force required to activate greater than 5 pounds 

Water Closet Not accessible Urinal is at 48 inches to the side of the toilet  
          “ Not accessible Flush control not on open side of toilet 
Door opening Not accessible Width is only 27 inches between the face of the door and the stop 
        “ Not accessible Not enough space for maneuvering clearance 
 Not accessible Door does not self-close 
Drinking fountain Not accessible Only 14.5 inches of clear floor space, and spout is 12 inches from rear of drinking fountain 

 
Recommendations: 
1. Mark restrooms as not accessible 
2. Get insulation/protection on pipes under sinks 
3. Adjust doors so to self-close 
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Building Assessment Report – Rec Center 
Logan Community Recreation Center Building Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: December 20, 2018 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 

Parking Signs Not accessible 
 

Stand 42.25 and 41.75 inches from ground instead of 60. 
South tennis lot has two painted handicap symbols but only one physical sign 
posted 
No van accessible signs for spots that are van accessible 

Inside signs Not accessible Text on signs not raised, no braille  
Drinking fountains Not accessible Spout is 38.5 inches from floor. 
18 and Over Women’s Locker 
Room 

Not accessible 
 

Door closer takes four seconds instead of 5 to close 
Mirror over lavatory is 40.75 inches from the ground instead of 40 inches 
Centerline of toilet is 21 inches from wall and not recommended 16-18 
Grab bar is a total of 53.5 inches, not 54 inches from rear wall 
Rear wall grab bar is 21 inches on open side 
Bathroom stall door is not self-closing 
Compartment is 58 inches deep instead of 59. 

18 and Over Men’s Locker Room Not accessible Door closer takes four seconds to close instead of 5. 
No operable parts of hand dryers are 44-48 inches or lower, whether over a 
counter (44) or not (48). 
Centerline of toilet is 24.5 inches from wall and not recommended 16-18 
Grab bar is a total of 43.375 inches, not 54 inches from rear wall Grab bar is 
36.375 inches from ground, not 36. 
Rear wall grab bar – not extend at least 24 inches on open side of toilet, is 37 
inches from ground instead of 36. 
Stall door not self-closing 
Compartment is 58 inches deep instead of 59. 

Men’s bathroom North Side of 
Building 

 -No signs for inaccessible toilet rooms/accessible toilet rooms. 
-height of sign is between 61.25 and 62.875 inches 
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-door closes in 4 seconds 
-mirror is 41.5 inches above the floor 
-front of sink service is 37 inches not 34 above the floor 
-soap dispensers are 47.25 inches above floor (need to be 44 max) 
-grab bar on side and rear wall is 36.5 inches above floor (need to be 36) 
-Toilet paper dispenser is 5 inches from toilet (7-9 is recommended) 
-stall door is not self-closing 
-door pulls require tight grasping or twisting of wrist 

Women’s Bathroom North Side 
of Building 

Not accessible -No signs for accessible bathrooms 
-door takes 4 seconds to close (5 recommended) 
-privacy wall measurements 47 inches from door to wall. (should be 48) 
-mirror is 41.625 from floor. (40 max) 
-front of counter surface is 36.5 inches (34 max) 
-soap dispenser is 47.625 inches from floor (should be 44) 
-centerline of toilet is 19 inches from wall (16-18 preferred) 
-Side wall grab bar does not extend 54 inches from wall, is mounted 36.625 
inches from ground (36 inches) 
-Rear Wall grab bar extends 23 inches (24 at the least), is mounted 36.625 inches 
from ground (36 inches) 
-flush control is not on open side of toilet 
-Toilet paper dispenser is 5 inches from toilet (7-9 is recommended) 
-stall Door is not self-closing 

18 and Under Boy’s Locker 
Room 

Not accessible -No protective covering for piping 
-side & rear wall grab bars mounted 37 inches above floor (should be 36) 
-flush control is not on open side of water closet 
-toilet paper dispenser is 10 inches from toilet. (7-9 inches recommended) 
-stall door not self-closing 
-Pulls on both sides of door require twisting or tight grasp 

18 Under Girls Locker room  -door takes 4 seconds to close (should be 5 at least) 
-privacy wall is 39 inches from door (should be 48) 
-soap dispenser is 51 inches above floor (should be 48 max) 
-stall door not self-closing 
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Recommendations: 
1. Adjust parking sign heights 
2. Post accessible bathroom signs 
3. Adjust closers on doors that have them. 
4. Lower dispensers in bathrooms 
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Building Assessment Report – Golf Course 
Logan River Golf Course Building and Grounds Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: December 20, 2018 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Accessible Parking Signs Not accessible  Not all spots marked with sign, signs are measured at 37.5 inches, 37.5 inches, and 36 

inches. 
Accessible Parking Not accessible No van accessible signs 
Sales Counter Not Accessible Forward approach not accessible to desk. Has depth of 16 inches 
Dispensing Device Not Accessible 55 inches above floor. 
Restroom Not Accessible Toilet paper dispenser above toilet on wall nearest toilet, not within recommended 

distance 
Restroom Not Accessible Door does not self-close 

 

Recommendations: 
1. Have signs for accessible parking spots, and raise them 
2.  Lower dispensers 
3.  Adjust door closer 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Section III – Parks 
As part of Parks accessibility self-evaluation, all public parks and associated facilities managed by the 
department were reviewed for access and mobility barriers. This section contains on overview of 
findings, a summary report for high priority parks, recommendations for remediation, and an 
implementation schedule. A summary report for all parks is contained in the appendix.  

 

Assessment Method 
In order to consistently measure accessibility in the parks, a rubric was developed as a survey 
instrument. This rubric is based on several established environmental survey instruments, including 
several ADA accessibility audits, The Accessible Parks and Trails Assessment Toolkit, the Park 
Accessibility Evaluation Manual, and the Community Health Environment Checklist. A copy of the rubric 
is contained in the appendix. The assessments were made by Logan City staff.  

 

Park Accessibility Goals 
In addition to identifying physical improvements, goals have been developed for park accessibility. 
These goals will be used to guide the implementation of the park improvements. The goals are derived 
through an analysis of the results of infrastructure inventories and assessments. The goals are to be 
interpreted broadly and serve as the foundation for planning recommendations for access and mobility 
improvements in Logan City. 

• Maintain or add accessible play features 
• Improve path networks through parks connecting accessible features 
• Incorporate principles of UD in development of future parks  
• Improve accessible public transit stop around from parks 

 

Park Accessibility Recommendations 
Building on the park accessibility goals and park specific projects, recommendations have been 
developed for accessible play features, path networks, UD principles, and public transit to parks. 

Accessible Play Features 

• Introduce accessible play features at high priority parks in each neighborhood. 
• Provide accessible play features at all new parks. 
• Maintain accessible play features. 

Path Networks 
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• Connect accessible features to path network using park specific recommendations in this 
document. 

Universal Design Principles  

• Incorporate UD principles in future development of parks and public spaces. 

Public Transit to Parks 

• Coordinate with CVTD to improve accessibility of public transit stops by insuring that accessible 
pathways connect from stops to parks, accessing need for closer stops near parks, and placing 
stops near new parks. 

 

Priority Parks and Mapping 
High priority parks are larger neighborhood and regional parks that have the highest visibility and use in 
the community. While implementation of accessibility improvements is needed at all parks, priority for 
improvements should be made at parks with the greatest impact on the community.  

Park Map Key 
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Section IV – Trails 
As part of the Logan Parks and Recreation Department accessibility self-evaluation, trails maintained by 
the department were reviewed for ADA compliance and access and mobility barriers were identified. 
This section contains on overview of findings, an assessment report summary for each trail and 
recommendations for remediation. 

 

Assessment Method 
Public buildings and facilities that are managed by the Logan Parks and Recreation Department were 
assessed for ADA compliance using an ADA checklist for pathways (Appendix). Staff conduced on-site 
assessments during March 2019. Summary reports from all trail assessments are included in this 
document. Full reports and field findings are available at the Logan Parks and Recreation Department, 
195 South 100 West, Logan, UT. 

 

Trail Accessibility Goals 
In addition to identifying site specific accessibility improvements, it is important for the Logan Parks and 
Recreation Department to develop goals that will help to guide the implementation of the transition 
plan. The goals are derived through an analysis of the results of the trails assessments. The goals are to 
be interpreted broadly and serve as the foundation for planning recommendations for access and 
mobility improvements in Logan City. 

• Maintain accessible trails 
o Many obstructions from debris and vegetation were identified during the assessment. 

The assessment was conducted after snow thaw, and likely much of the debris 
accumulated over winter.  

• Increase accessibly improvements along urban trails 
o Urban trails that connects neighborhoods and various community resources should be 

prioritized for improving connectivity.  
 

Trail Accessibility Recommendations 
Recommendations have been developed to address each goal. 

Maintain accessible trails 

• Clear debris along trails 
• Prune overhanging and obstructive vegetation 
•  

Increase accessibility along urban trails 
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• Fix concrete lifts less than two inches through grinding down the lift 
• Replace trail where lift is greater than two inches 
• Replace crumbling areas of trails 
• Install ADA compliant crossings at all intersections along trails 

 

Logan City Trails Accessibility Assessment 
Dates Completed: March 4, 2019 – March 13, 2019 

1. Lundstrom Park Trail 
Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 

Trail Walkway Not Accessible No entry path – just grassy hill 
No ADA dome in places 
Slope of corners greater than 4.76 
degrees 

 
2. Bonneville Shoreline Trail (N) 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Upkeep Needed Debris in path from nature, and 

animals 
Steep part of trail near Lundstrom 
Park intersects this trail. 

 
3. Highline Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Not Accessible Slight rockslide in walkway 

 
4. Ray Hugie Hydro Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Not Accessible No Trail just road 

 
5. Canyon Gateway Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Walkway Accessible NA 

 
6. Dry Canyon Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Not Accessible No access unless gate is open 

Part of trail 35 inches wide 
Snow impedes/covers parts of trail 
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7. Bonneville Shoreline Trail (s) 
Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 

Trail Walkway Not Accessible When gate is closed, trail walkway is 
27 inches 
Has a middle bump with slope of 6 
and 5.2 degrees 
Erosion 
Exposed rock, muddy when weather 
is wet 

 
8. Canyon Road Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Not Accessible No ramp parking to trail entrance 

Pot holes in road, no ADA domes 
No curb cut to sidewalk near turn off 
to Canyon Road 

 
9. 1000 North 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Needs upkeep/some 

inaccessible parts 
Concrete lips greater than 1” 
No ADA dome pad in places (i.e. 1050 
N & 1600 E) 
Unclear markings 
Sidewalk to road slope more than 5 
degrees 
No access point to Lundstrom Park 
Trail 

 
10. 600 East 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Needs Upkeep/Not 

accessible 
No Sidewalk on Trail 
No ADA dome pad at 700 N & 600 E  
Slope 7 degrees 
Lips in Concrete over 1 inch 
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11. 500 North 
Feature/Amenity Accessibility 

Score 
Reasoning 

Trail Walkway Not Accessible Stairs after Aggie Boulevard.  
Objects protruding onto pathway 
(Dumpsters, brushes, etc.) 
No ADA dome in places (i.e. 500 E & 
500 W) 
Path has lips greater than 1” 
 

 
12. 400 West 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Not Accessible From the Fairgrounds to about 400 

N sidewalk is 47” wide 
Trees, gravel, debris in pathway 
Few corners missing ADA Domes 
Crosswalks on major street 
crossings where visible (i.e. 200 N 
400 W South and East sides have 
crosswalks) 
Corners Deep where ADA domes 
are, flooding will happen during rain 
times. 

 
13. 100 South 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Not Accessible No ADA dome on corners after 

crossing 300 E 
Cracked sidewalk 
Trail goes from paved to gravel/dirt 
road 

 
14. 1700 South 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Needs upkeep Plants reach onto sidewalk 

Railroad tracks run through path 
Lip in concrete greater than 1” 
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15. Aggie Trail 
Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 

Walkway Needs upkeep Concrete has lips ranging in 1 – 2 
inches in various places 
2-300 East & 700 North has no 
sidewalk 
Some corners have no ADA dome 
pad (i.e. at 400 E & 700 N) 

 
16. USU Connector 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Not Accessible Under construction 

 
17. Boulevard Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Needs Upkeep Snow in some areas 

Lip greater than 1” near bend in trail 
 

18. Westside Trail 
Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 

Trail Path Needs upkeep Closer to 200 North & 200 S 
separately, cracks in concrete  
Walking East on 200 N – cracks in 
concrete 

 
19. Pioneer Park Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Crossing 100 
South 

Not Accessible Curb cut too steep, no crosswalk, 
not safe to cross (near bottom of 
hill) 
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20. 300 South Trail 
Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 

Trail Path Needs upkeep Cracks and lifts in concrete 
Turn to Path behind 
Kilowatt Park 

Not accessible Entrance does not make clearing for 
turning a wheelchair & entrance 
almost hidden 

Path from Kilowatt to 
Fairgrounds 

Not Accessible Doesn’t match what’s on map. No 
curb cut on either side – must go up 
to corner or meet up with trail 12. 

 
21. Logan River Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Path Needs Upkeep Various parts of the trail contain 

cracks, crumbles, lips bigger than 1” 
Trail Path – Bridge Not accessible Was just under 48” (47”) 

 
22. Trapper Park Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Walkway Accessible – Possible 

upkeep 
Lift in concrete greater than 1” – but 
was painted 

 
23. Country Manor Trail 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Curb Cut/Corner Not Accessible Turning area measured at 38 inches 

No ADA compliant truncated dome 
pad 

 
24. Stewart Nature Park Walkway 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Walkway Needs upkeep Snow, debris from weather and trees 

Sidewalk has lips in it that are 
greater than 1” big 

 
25. Mt. Logan Park Walkway 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Trail Accessible – 

Seasonally 
Parts of path still had ice and snow 

 
26. Soccer Park Walkway 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Pathway condition Not Fully Accessible Parts of the pathway are crumbling.  
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Appendix 1 – ADA Complaint Form 
 
Logan City Parks and Recreation Department 
Parks, Trails, and Recreation Facilities 
ADA Complaint Reporting Procedure and Form 

Procedure 

• A complaint should be filed in writing, contain the name and address of the person filing it, and 
briefly describe the alleged violation of the regulations. 

• A complaint should be filed within sixty (60) calendar days after the complainant becomes 
aware of the alleged violation.  

• An investigation, as may be appropriate, shall follow the filing of a complaint. The investigation 
shall be informal but thorough and afford all interested persons and their representatives, if 
any, an opportunity to submit evidence relevant to the complaint. 

• A written determination as to the validity of the complaint and description of the resolution, if 
any, shall be issued and forwarded to the complainant no later than (30) calendar days after its 
filing. 

• The complainant can request a reconsideration of the case in instances of dissatisfaction with 
the resolution. The request for reconsideration should be made within ten (10) calendar days.  

• The ADA coordinator, or designee, shall maintain the files and records relating to the complaints 
filed. 

The right of a person to a prompt and equitable resolution of the complaint filed hereunder shall not 
be impaired by nor shall the use of this procedure be a prerequisite to the pursuit of other 
remedies. Other remedies include the filing of an ADA complaint with the US Department of Justice, 
Civil Rights Division. 

 

Russ Akina, Parks and Recreation Director 
195 S 100 W 
Logan, UT 84321 
(435) 716-9240 
Russ.akina@loganutah.org 
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Logan City Parks and Recreation Department 
Parks, Trails, and Recreation Facilities 
ADA Complaint Reporting Procedure and Form 

Date of Visit: ___________ 
 
Person completing form (check one):  Complainant  Authorized Representative 
 
Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Telephone #: (___)- _____________________________________________________________ 
E-Mail: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Mailing Address: ____________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
 
ALLEGED VIOLATIONS 
Describe the circumstances and the specific location, i.e. park name/location, that prompted your 
specific ADA complaint. Please be specific and provide details (attach additional pages if necessary). 
 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
REQUESTED ACTION 
Please describe the accommodation or request that would help to provide you with 
greater access to our facilities, programs or services. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________ ____________________________ 

Signature      Date 
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Appendix 2 – Trails Assessment Checklist 
 

Trail Assessment 

Pathway condition 

1. Is the pathway at least 48” (4ft) wide in side-by-side areas? 
2. Is the pathway at least 60” (5ft) wide in Turing areas (corners)? 
3. Is the pathway surface firm and well-constructed? 

a. Are there areas were the pathway is crumbling? 
4. Are there lifts in the sidewalk/path greater than 1” 
5. Is there furniture, plantings, or other items protruding into the pathway. 
6. Does the pathway contain any ramps? 

a. Are those ramps complaint with ADA standards (refer to ADA checklist)? 

 

Corner condition 

1. Is there a curb cut? 
2. Is the ramp at least 36” wide? 
3. Does the curb cut have an ADA compliant truncated dome pad? 
4. Is the slope no greater than 1:12 (4.76 degrees)? 
5. Is there a level landing area at the top of the ramp that is at least 48”x48”? 
6. Is there a marked crosswalk? 

a. Does the curb cut transition straight into the crosswalk? 
7. Is the transition from the curb to gutter flush? 

a. Is the gutter deep or bowled? 
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Appendix 3 – Park Accessibility Rubric 
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Appendix 4 – Park Assessment Reports 
 

1700 S Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: Nov. 2, 2016 

No features, undeveloped  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Entrance Route Basic Accessible route from public sidewalks 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Public transportation stop 3 blocks away 
Street Parking N/A No street parking allowed 
Pathway Not accessible No path network 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Develop land for accessible purpose, either picnic area or UD play features, but would also need some sort of parking area since there is 
no street parking 
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Adams Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 19, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and loose surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Accessible route, entrance, & clear space. Tables have knee clearance 
Volleyball Court Not Accessible Inaccessible approach, entrance, viewing area 
Restroom Basic  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Basic 

(Not accessible 
benches in 
playground) 

Lacking clear space next to bench for wheel chair access. 

Drinking Fountains Universal both drinking fountains are accessible 
Entrance Route Not Accessible No accessible route from street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Stop at park 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut E sides to accessible route 
Pathway Not Accessible Volleyball pit not connected to path network & playground disrupts path network 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Connect the East path network to the West path network by creating path around playground perimeter, which will also make existing 
benches around playground accessible 

2.  Connect the cement picnic area to the East path network 
3. Create curb cuts which connect to path networks on East and North side for street parking 
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Bridger Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 14, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not accessible Curb cut into playground. Woodchip maintenance concerns.  
Pavilion Intermediate Adequate clear space, ground surface, and connected to path network. Has 4 UD tables 
Volleyball Pit Basic Accessible route and path around sand volleyball pit enabling accessible viewing  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Isolated from path network and inadequate ground material 
Benches  Universal All benches are accessible and have clear space next to bench for wheel chair access 
Restrooms Basic Clearly marked universal accessibility sign and restroom signage including braille 
Drinking Fountains Universal  All drinking fountains are accessible and easily operable  
Entrance Route Basic Accessible route from all site arrivals points 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Closest stop is 1.5 blocks away 
Parking Lot Basic Accessible route and entrance from 4 ADA parking stalls 
Street Parking Basic One curb cut to accessible route to path network 
Pathway Basic S path network is isolated but accessible pathway to main features 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Maintenance of woodchips in playground 
2. Add accessible play features 
3. Connect north path network to south path network 
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Bridgerland Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 17, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible Grade separation. Black rubber tiles provide access into play area and bench but tiles only 

extend to the NE corner of play area and then create grad separation to the rest of the play 
area 

Pavilion Not accessible  No accessible route since there is no accessible entrance to the path network 
Restroom Not accessible No accessible route  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Not accessible Meet ADA standards but cannot be accessed due to no accessible entrance to the path 

network 
Drinking Fountains Not Accessible  No accessible route 
Entrance Route Not accessible No route from parking lot, street parking, or public sidewalks  
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible  Route from stop to park requires street access due to lack of public sidewalk and missing ADA 

corners 
Parking Lot Not Accessible No ADA stalls and parking stall in front of curb cut from parking lot  
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut to accessible route 
Pathway Not Accessible Restrooms, drinking fountains, and ball field all are lacking accessible pathway. While existing 

path network connects the pavilion and playground there are no accessible entrances to the 
path network 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create curb cuts to create accessible entrance from parking lot, the south entrance and the entrance to the bleaches/restrooms. 
2. Add accessible parking stalls. 
3. Connect the northwest portion of the park to sidewalk and path network. 
4. Address neighborhood connectivity, especially around the south entrance. 
5. Address grade separation and maintenance of ground surface in playground. 
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Canyon Entrance Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 24, 2016 

Concerns include the stairs blocking access to bridge on East side of parking and isolating bench and side of path network. The East path network 
that leads to restrooms and drinking fountains and bridges can only be accessed through the parking lot or street. The Western viewing dock can 
only be accessed through gravel path or through the street.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Benches  2 Basic 

3 Not accessible 
No clear space, arm rests, or back support (by pavilion) 
No accessible route 

Drinking fountain Not accessible Route requires patrons to enter path network from the street 
Restrooms  Not accessible Route requires patrons to enter path network from the street 
Picnic tables Not accessible Inaccessible route and ground surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Accessible route, entrance, clear space, and knee clearance 
East fishing dock Basic Accessible route, entrance, and width of planks 
West fishing dock Not accessible Inaccessible route that requires street access 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible entrance route to East path network that requires street access 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible No nearby public transportation stop 
Parking Lot Not accessible Missing upright signs on E ADA parking stall 
Pathway Not accessible No accessible path to restrooms and drinking fountains 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Upright ADA parking sign for East ADA parking stall 
2. Create continuous path network from West fishing dock to existing path network to restrooms and drinking fountain 
3. Remove steps or provide ramp to bridge on East end of park 
4. Make benches accessible 
5. Create accessible picnic area  
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Canyon Road Memorial Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 28, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Concerns are lack of path network and isolation of memorial site and bench. No accessible entrance to park 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Benches  Not accessible Inaccessible route 
Entrance Route Not accessible No accessible route from street parking & public sidewalks 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible  Public transportation stop 2 blocks 
Street Parking Not accessible No curb cut to accessible route 
Pathway Not accessible  No established path network other than trail which is gravel and has steep slope 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Establish continuous accessible path from E to W ends of park along south perimeter   
2. Accessible seating on new path network 
3. Ensure memorial site connects to new path network 
4. Create accessible picnic area 
5. Create curb cut from street parking 
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Denzil Stewart Nature Preserve Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 28, 2016 

Concerns include no access to park from public sidewalks  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Benches  Not accessible  Lacking accessible route 
Picnic tables Not accessible  Inaccessible route and ground surface 
Drinking fountain Universal All drinking fountains accessible  
Entrance Route Basic No access from public sidewalks 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Public transportation stop 2 blocks away 
Street Parking Basic Accessible route from street parking to entrance of park 
Pathway Basic  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Make benches accessible from path network 
2. Create accessible picnic area 
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Don Reese Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 14, 2016 

Concerns: ADA parking stalls do not have upright sign. No benches throughout path network. Lack of accessible picnic tables 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Batting Cages Basic  Accessible route, entrance, and ground surface. 
Ball Fields Basic Accessible route, entrance, and viewing areas 
Restrooms Basic Clearly marked universal accessibility sign and restroom signage including braille 
Drinking Fountains universal Both drinking fountains are accessible 
Picnic Tables vary One table meets basic requirements but other are placed on inaccessible ground surface 
Entrance Route Basic Accessible route from all site arrival points 
Public Transportation Stops Not Accessible Nearest stop is 1.5 blocks away 
Street Parking Universal Multiple curb cuts from street to all sight arrival points 
Parking Lot Not accessible  All 5 accessible stalls are lacking upright sign 
Pathway universal Main features are connected to path network and promotes interaction between two 

populations 
 

Recommendations:  

1. Add upright signs to all accessible parking stalls 
2. Add benches throughout path network 
3. Increase the number of accessible picnic tables whether through table placement on existing cement pad or additional cement pads 
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Eliason Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 28, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible Grade separation & unmaintained ground surface 
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Basic Lacking clear space 
Drinking fountain Universal  
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Not Accessible 1.5 blocks away 
Street Parking Not accessible No curb cut for street parking 
Pathway Universal  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create curb cuts for street parking 
2. Address grad separation of ramp into playground and maintain ground surface 
3. Create accessible picnic table area  
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Fairview Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 26, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Pavilion Intermediate Adequate knee clearance  
Volleyball Court Not accessible  Inaccessible approach, entrance, and viewing 
Benches 2 Basic No clear space 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from sidewalks (No ADA corners on W side) 
Public Transportation Stop Universal Bus drop off area is connected to accessible path 
Parking Lot Universal 96 in. wide van space 
Pathway Not accessible No accessible path to volleyball pit  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create accessible path to volleyball pit 
2. Add clear space to benches 
3. Increase accessible benches throughout path network 
4. UD tables in pavilion 
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Garff Wayside Gardens Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 21, 2016 

Concerns include slope at entrance sites to park from public sidewalk to the path network at NE and W ends of the path network that extends 
from E to W end of the park. There are also stairs on the N end leading to bridge and N access point. The S grassy area of the park cannot be 
reached as the path network ends.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Benches  2 Basic No clear space 
Picnic tables Not accessible Inaccessible route and ground surface 
Gazebo  Basic Accessible route, ramp, surface and seating 
Entrance Route Not Accessible No accessible route from the parking lot 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Stop .5 blocks away 
Parking Lot Not accessible No ADA parking stalls or curb cut/ramp to accessible route 
Pathway Not accessible Slope concerns on NE and W end of path network that extends throughout the park 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Add ADA parking stalls & curb cut from parking lot connected to accessible path 
2. Extend SE path providing access to grassy area 
3. Create accessible picnic area in S grassy area connected to new extended SE path 
4. Address slope concerns of the W & E ends of the path that extends from E to W 
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Gateway Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: Nov. 2, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Entrance Route Not accessible  Not accessible from public sidewalks on SW entrance due to lack of ADA corners 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Public transportation stop 3 blocks away 
Street Parking N/A No street parking allowed 
Pathway Universal Promotes interaction 
Boardwalk Basic Accessible route, entrance & exits, & plank spacing 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Provide accessible seating throughout path network 
2. Add ADA corners on SW entrance making all entrances accessible from public sidewalks 
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Hillcrest Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 21, 2016 

Concerns identified was the lack of path network throughout the park and lack of ADA corners and inaccessibility of public transportation stop 
which requires users to access the bus from the street as there are no sidewalks or curb cuts to cement waiting areas.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking, S corner, and transportation stop 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Stop is at the park but there is no accessible route or entrance from the stop to the park 
Street Parking Not accessible No curb cut for street parking 
Pathway Not Accessible No path network 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Establish accessible path network from North to South ends of park  
2. Create ADA corner for S corner 
3. Create cement waiting area at CVTD stop which connects to proposed path network eliminating the need for users to access the stop 

from the street 
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Horseshoe Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 26, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not accessible  No ramp and unmaintained ground surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Adequate knee clearance  
Volleyball Court Not accessible  Inaccessible approach, entrance, and viewing 
Horseshoe Pits Not accessible Inaccessible route, entrance & viewing area 
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route and ground surface 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking & no public sidewalks 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Closest stop is 2.5 blocks away 
Parking Lot Universal 96 in. wide van space 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut to accessible route to path network 
Pathway Not accessible Horseshoe and volleyball pit are isolated from path network  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Add sidewalks and ADA corners on perimeter of park 
2. Curb cut for street parking to accessible route 
3. Create accessible route to horseshoe pits and volleyball court 
4. Add accessible benches throughout path network 
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Hyrum Gibbons Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 28, 2016 

Concerns include slope on Eastern loop of path network and stairs leading to eastern restroom which creates segregation.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible Unmaintained ground surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Accessible route, entrance, & clear space. Tables have knee clearance 
Basketball Court Basic Accessible route, entrance, and ground surface 
Restroom Basic  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  2 Basic 

7 Intermediate 
Lacking clear space next to bench  
Has clear space (benches around playground) 

Drinking Fountains Basic/Intermediate 2 inaccessible but connected to accessible drinking fountain 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking and lack of public sidewalk on S side 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Stop across street from park 
Parking Lot Universal 96 in. wide ADA stall for vans with lifts 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut to accessible route 
Pathway Basic/Intermediate  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Add upright ADA parking sign to one stall lacking appropriate signage  
2. Increase accessible benches throughout path network 
3. Create accessible picnic areas throughout path network 
4. Maintain playground ground surface 
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Jens Johansen Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 21, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not accessible No accessible route. No Curb cut into playground. Woodchip maintenance concerns.  
Pavilion Intermediate Adequate clear space, ground surface, and connected to path network. Has 4 UD tables 
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Isolated from path network and inadequate ground material 
Benches  Not accessible  Inaccessible route 
Restrooms Basic Clearly marked universal accessibility sign and restroom signage including braille 
Drinking Fountains Universal  All drinking fountains are accessible and easily operable  
Entrance Route Basic Accessible route from site arrivals points 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Closest stop is 1.5 blocks away 
Parking Lot universal ADA stall, curb cut, located as close as possible to entrance route, 8 ft. wide spot for vans with 

lifts 
Pathway Not accessible Playground isolated from path network 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Extend path network to create accessible route to playground 
2. Add accessible benches throughout path network with clear space for wheelchair access 
3. Create cement picnic table area that is connected to path network 
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Jones Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 17, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut & unmaintained ground surface 
Picnic Tables Basic Picnic tables located on accessible cement pad in one area of park 
Benches  1 Not accessible 

2 Intermediate 
No accessible route 
Accessible clear space next to bench 

Entrance Route Not accessible No route from street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible  No nearby public transportation stop 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut to accessible route 
Pathway Universal Path network promotes interaction  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Add curb cut to accessible route from street parking 
2. Accessible play features near cement pad 
3. Add accessible seating throughout path network 
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Kilowatt Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 28, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Benches  Basic Lacking clear space 
Picnic tables Not accessible  Inaccessible route and ground surface 
Entrance Route Basic Can access E & W path networks from public sidewalks and street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Public transportation stop .5 blocks 
Pathway Basic E & W path network are disconnected  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Establish continuous accessible path network connecting E & W path networks  
2. Add accessible benches to path network with cement clear space next to benches  
3. Create accessible picnic area 
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Logan Meadows Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 31, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and unmaintained ground surface 
Picnic Tables 1 Basic 

4 Not Accessible 
Accessible route & ground surface 
Inaccessible route & ground surface 

Benches  Basic Lacking clear space next to bench for wheel chair access. 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Stop across street from park 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut  
Pathway Basic Existing path networks are accessible and lead to main features but are disconnected 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create curb cut at W end to provide entrance route from street parking 
2. Connect the E and W existing path networks making accessible route same length as standard route and promoting interaction between 

the two populations 
3. UD design picnic table on the cement pad picnic area next to playground 
4. Add accessible benches throughout park 
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Logan Skate Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 26, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Benches 1 Intermediate  

2 Basic 
3 Not accessible 

Clear space 
No clear space 
No accessible route 

Drinking fountain Universal All drinking fountains accessible 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from sidewalks (No ADA corners on W side) 
Public Transportation Stop Universal Bus drop off area is connected to accessible path 
Parking Lot Universal 96 in. wide van space 
Pathway Not accessible No accessible path to volleyball pit  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create accessible route to benches 
2. Add accessible picnic area 
3. Add ADA corners to W side public sidewalks  
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Lundstrom East Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 19, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and unmaintained ground surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Accessible route, entrance, & clear space. Tables have knee clearance 
Restroom Basic  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Not accessible Inaccessible route 
Drinking Fountains Universal All drinking fountains are accessible 
Entrance Route Basic   
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible  Route from stop to park requires street access due to lack of public sidewalk and missing ADA 

corners 
Parking Lot Not Accessible No ADA stalls and parking stall in front of curb cut from parking lot  
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut to accessible route 
Pathway Basic  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create ADA parking stalls and prevent parking in front of curb cut. 
2. Construct ADA corners and add path from corners connecting W path network to E path network 
3. Add accessible seating throughout park 
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Lynn & Merle Olsen Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: Oct. 28, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Entrance Route Basic Accessible route from public sidewalks 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Across street from park 
Street Parking N/A No street parking allowed 
Pathway Universal Promotes interaction 
Benches Basic No clear space 

 

Recommendations:  

4. Add accessible clear space next to benches for wheelchair access 
5. Add accessible picnic area with UD tables 
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Majestic Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 31, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and unmaintained ground surface 
Pavilions Not Accessible Lacking adequate space for wheel chair operation 
Picnic Tables  Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  1 Intermediate  
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Not Accessible No nearby public transportation stop 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut  
Pathway Universal  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create curb cut for entrance route from street parking 
2. Remove one table from pavilion making adequate space for wheel chair operation 
3. Add accessible benches throughout park 
4. Add accessible play features 
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Merlin Olsen Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 19, 2016 

Concerns identified were the isolation of main features of the park from an accessible path network. Currently there are no accessible routes or 
entrances to the tennis court, basketball court, north pavilion, and volleyball court. Other concerns include distance of marked, accessible 
parking stalls from main features of the park and that these stalls do not have curb cuts connecting them to accessible paths. This requires 
patrons to access path networks by entering the street to use the ADA street corner that is outside the parking area. Street parking that is near 
main features lacks adequate curb cuts/ramps or existing ones are poorly maintained and do no connect to accessible path networks.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and loose surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Accessible route, entrance, & clear space. Tables have knee clearance 
Volleyball Court Not Accessible Inaccessible entrance, viewing area 
Restroom Basic  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Basic 

(Not accessible 
benches in 
playground) 

Lacking clear space next to bench for wheel chair access. 

Drinking Fountains Universal both drinking fountains are accessible 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from E & N street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Stop across street from park 
Parking Lot Basic Access to curb cut requires entrance from street 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut N & E sides to accessible route 
Pathway Not Accessible Volleyball pit not connected to path network, playground disrupts connection between E and 

W path network 
 

Recommendations:  
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1. Create an accessible path network between the southeast corner entrance connecting the tennis court, basketball court, playground, 
north pavilion, and volleyball court to a new path on the northwest side of park that leads to underground north path. 

2. Add accessible entrances to tennis and basketball courts. 
3. Add sidewalk and curb cuts on the east side of park. 
4. Improve connections to accessible parking stalls. 
5. If accessibility is not improved to the North Pavilion, place accessible picnic tables in the South Pavilion. 
6. Add accessible benches along the primary path network near primary park features. 
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Morningside Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 21, 2016 

Concerns identified was the lack of path network throughout the park leaving all features isolated.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No accessible path to playground. No ramp/curb cut and unmaintained ground surface 
Basketball court Not Accessible Inaccessible route 
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Not accessible Inaccessible route 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Not Accessible 2.5 blocks away 
Street Parking Not accessible No curb cut on S street parking 
Pathway Not Accessible No path network to any features 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Establish accessible path network from North to South ends of park leading to main features, playground and basketball courts 
2. Create curb cuts for both N and S street parking 
3. Create accessible picnic table area  
4. Add accessible benches to path network with cement clear space next to benches  
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Pioneer Parkway Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 24, 2016 

Feature Scores 

 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Entrance Route Basic Accessible route from public sidewalks & street parking 
Public Transportation Stop Basic Public transportation stop .5 block away 
Street Parking Basic One curb cut on S side of park (only area that enables street parking) 
Pathway Universal Promotes interaction 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Provide accessible seating throughout path network 
2. Create accessible picnic area 
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Ray Hugie Hydro Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 21, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No accessible path to playground. No ramp/curb cut and unmaintained ground surface 
Drinking fountain Not Accessible Inaccessible route, no knee clearance, spout higher than 36 in. 
Benches  Not accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Entrance Route Basic Can access path network from parking lot but it is not continuous  
Public Transportation Stop Not Accessible No nearby public transportation stop 
Parking Lot Not accessible No marked accessible parking stalls 
Pathway Not Accessible Pole blocking pathway at S end of the bridge. Drinking fountain and swings isolated 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Establish continuous accessible path network from one parking area to another 
2. Remove the pole at S end of the bridge to make the bridge accessible  
3. Add accessible drinking fountain on path network 
4. Add accessible benches to path network with cement clear space next to benches  
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Rendezvous Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: Nov. 2, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Entrance Route Basic Accessible entrance route from parking lot 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible  No nearby public transportation stop 
Pathway Basic No path network 
Parking Lot Basic  One ADA stall with upright sign 
River viewing dock Basic Accessible route, entrance, adequate space to maneuver wheel chair, and plank spacing under 

.5 in. 
Benches  Basic No clear space 
Dog Park Basic Accessible route & entrance. Lacking accessible seating and path network around dog park 
Restrooms Basic  
Drinking Fountain Universal All drinking fountains meet requirements 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create path network around perimeter of dog park 
2. Accessible seating in dog park accessible from new path network 
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River Hollow Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: November 21, 2016 

Concerns identified were the isolation of main features of the park from an accessible path network. Currently there are no accessible routes or 
entrances to the volleyball court and drinking fountain. Other concerns include the isolation of the East path network leading to the bridge over 
the Logan River from the main path network on the West side of the park. The East path network is the only way to reach the park from a public 
sidewalk but it does not lead to the main features of the park. Requiring patrons to access the path network on West side which means travelling 
in the road as there are no public sidewalks.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and unmaintained ground surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Accessible route, entrance, clear space, & knee clearance of tables 
Volleyball Court Not Accessible Inaccessible route, entrance, & viewing area 
Restroom Basic  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Basic One bench is on accessible route but lacking clear space next to bench 
Drinking Fountains Not Accessible Inaccessible route, isolated from path network 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from E public sidewalk 
Public Transportation Stop Not Accessible No public sidewalk from stop to park entrance 
Street Parking Basic Curb cut on W street parking leading to path network 
Pathway Not Accessible Drinking fountains & volleyball court lacking accessible pathway 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Create a path connecting the east entrance. 
2. Connect the drinking fountain to the path network. 
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Soccer Park Complex Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: Nov. 2, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible Grade separation & unmaintained surface 
Pavilion Intermediate Accessible route, entrance, & clear space. Tables have knee clearance 
Restroom Basic  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  17 Basic 

11 Intermediate 
Lacking clear space next to bench 
Has clear space 

Drinking Fountains Universal drinking fountains are accessible 
Walkways/Boardwalks Universal  
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from SE entrance 
Public Transportation Stop Basic/Intermediate  
Parking Lot Not accessible Lacking upright signs for ADA stalls 
Pathway Universal  

 

Recommendations:  

1. Upright signs for ADA parking stalls 
2. Remove entrance barrier to SE entrance or provide accessible path around the gate 
3. UD tables in pavilion 
4. Create accessible picnic areas 
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Trapper Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: Nov. 2, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Entrance Route Not accessible Only entrance route is from gravel parking lot 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible  No nearby public transportation stop 
Pathway Not accessible No path network 
Parking Lot Not accessible  Gravel ground surface does not meet ADA requirements. No ADA stalls 
Fire Pit Not accessible No accessible route 
Picnic tables  Not accessible No accessible route or ground surface 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Pave parking lot 
2. Add ADA parking stalls 
3. Establish path network from parking lot to fire pit/picnic area 
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West Willow Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 7, 2016 

Concerns include the number of accessible parking stalls available for this accessible park. Currently there is only one marked stall and it is next 
to the batting cages. There are no stalls next to the curb cut that leads to entrance from parking lot to playground and currently access to the 
curb cut could be blocked as there are parking stalls in front of it. No clear path network exists and main features such as north & south 
pavilions, Skylor Pond accessible fishing dock, and the drinking fountain cannot be reached.  

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Intermediate Accessible path throughout play area & accessible activities. Maintenance concerns and some 

activities promote segregation 
North Pavilion Not accessible Isolated from path network. Inadequate clear space and lacking UD tables 
South Pavilion Not accessible  Isolated from path network. Inadequate clear space and lacking UD tables 
Batting Cage Basic Accessible route, entrance & viewing area 
Skylor Pond dock Not accessible Accessible ramp to dock, but inaccessible approach 
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Isolated from path network and lacking 36-inch-clear space around tables 
Benches  N/A N/A 
Restrooms N/A N/A 
Drinking Fountains Not accessible Isolated from path network 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking & public sidewalks 
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Closest stop is 2.5 blocks away 
Parking Lot Not accessible Only one marked accessible stall 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut to accessible route to path network 
Pathway Not accessible Pavilions, Skylor Pond, and drinking fountain are isolated from path network 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Add additional accessible parking. 
2. Create path network connecting the playground, south pavilion, Skylor Pond dock, and the east entrance. 
3. Maintain/repair the substrate of the playground. 
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Willard R. Dahle Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 31, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and unmaintained ground surface 
Pavilions Intermediate Tables have adequate knee clearance and space for wheel chair operation 
Volleyball Court Basic Accessible route, entrance & viewing area 
Basketball Court Basic Accessible route, entrance & viewing area 
Picnic Tables  Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Entrance Route Basic  
Public Transportation Stop Not Accessible No nearby public transportation stop 
Street Parking Basic One curb cut 
Pathway Basic/Intermediate Pathways lead to all features 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Add accessible benches throughout park 
2. UD tables in pavilion 
3. Add accessible play features 
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Willow Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 7, 2016 

Concerns identified are the lack of accessible benches throughout path network with only 3 at playground. The inaccessibility of the playground 
and lack of curb cut/ramp on West side street parking that would create accessible entrance to path network. The closest public transit stop is at 
679 S 300 W which is 2.5 blocks away. Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible No ramp/curb cut and loose surface 
Pavilion Basic Accessible route, entrance, and clear space on perimeters of tables. Lacking adequate clear 

space between tables and UD tables 
Amphitheatre  Universal Accessible approach, entrance, and seating. Ramp access to amphitheater stage 
Amphitheatre Picnic Area Basic Accessible surface, route, and clear space. Lacking UD tables 
Wildlife Learning Center Basic Accessible approach & entrance 
Restroom Basic Adequate signage  
Picnic Tables Not Accessible Inaccessible route & ground surface 
Benches  Intermediate WC space next to benches around playground 
Drinking Fountains Universal All drinking fountains are accessible 
Entrance Route Not Accessible Inaccessible route from street parking on West side  
Public Transportation Stop Not accessible Closest stop is 2.5 blocks away 
Parking Lot Universal Parking is located as close as possible to entrance, marked by upright sign, and additional 96-

inch-wide spot for vans with lifts 
Street Parking Not Accessible No curb cut to accessible route on West side of park 
Pathway Universal Path network does not promote segregation and connects to main features 

 

Recommendations:  

1. Add accessible benches throughout path network with cement clear space next to the benches. 
2. Add curb cut/ramp to the west side street parking. 
3. Improve playground accessibility and/or add accessible play features. 
4. Provide a closer bus stop to the park. 
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Willow Sports Park Accessibility Assessment 

Date completed: October 7, 2016 

Feature Scores 

Feature/Amenity Accessibility Score Reasoning 
Playground Not Accessible  Wood chips not maintained  
Ball Fields Basic Accessible route, entrance, and viewing areas 
Restrooms Not Accessible Lacking universal accessibility sign on entrance 
Drinking Fountains universal Both drinking fountains are accessible 
Entrance Route Basic Accessible route from all site arrival points 
Public Transportation Stops Not Accessible Nearest stop is 3 blocks away and no continuous public sidewalk route from stop to park 

entrance  
Parking Lot Not accessible  Only 5 marked, accessible stalls (2 lacking upright sign). Not within 1:25 ratio 
Pathway universal Main features are connected to path network which promotes interaction between two 

populations 
 

Recommendations:  

4. Add upright signs to all accessible parking stalls 
5. Increase the number of accessible parking stalls 
6. Check restrooms compliance to ADA standards and add universal accessibility sign to entrance 
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